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Abstract
Multi Stage Flash sea water desalination technology has ruled the market of large capacity installations
for more than 30 years. However, in the recent years, Multiple Effect sea water desalination technology
and also Reverse Osmosis have eroded such dominance.
Nevertheless, the application of the MSF technology has been repeatedly proven to be one of the most
reliable sources to convert sea water into potable water, with many installation which extended their
operating life far above 30 years.
Despite the size of the units increased considerably through the years, the present status of the
technology is not substantially different with respect to 40 years ago. In particular, some issues like the
consumption of thermal energy and of auxiliary electrical power in MSF technology, and the correct
way to compare these aspects towards MED technology, have not been properly and deeply considered
so far.
In this paper some ideas about the right approaches for a comparison, together with possible solutions to
overcome the gap between the two thermal technologies in terms of the above issues, are presented and
discussed, and will hopefully represent the basis for a future development of MSF sea water
desalination.
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I.

HYSTORICAL BACKGROUND
Sea water desalination is used since the year ‘60 but only from the ’70 the market stabilized and started
to be monitored by the industry which invested money in the research and developed its application with
considerable effort in order to satisfy their Clients.
A full yearly history is reported in Graph 1 below. [5]
In the first 15 years of its history the desalination market which dominated in the MENA region was
governed by the thermal technology which was the most adaptive to convert a normal power plant into
a hybrid power plant with considerably higher efficiency than a single purpose plant.
The Multi Stage Flash technology was close to 65 % of the global market and together with Multiple
Effect Desalination gave very little space to other technology.
However due to its strong tight with a single region the market was very waver with boom and famine
years which did not allow the industry to plan properly and to introduce desalination into their strategic
business.
Only starting from the 1986 when the sharp decline of the MENA region contracts caused by several
reasons (one for all the first Gulf crisis ended with the Kuwait war)- and the slight increase of the rest of
the world demand the new technology of Reverse Osmosis started a rapid rise and at the end of the year
’80 RO already reached 50% of the desalination market.

Graph 1 Sea water desalination technology comparison in past 40 years

In the year ’90 the situation in the MENA region kept fluctuating with the majority of the Contract
stipulated with MSF technology but it was almost balanced by the other region market which privileged
the RO technology.
The new millennium started with a sharp increase in the desalination demand all around the world which
doubled or triplicate yearly the overall contracted capacity of the best years of the old millennium , this
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situation ringing a bell for all investors and industry to look more carefully to their strategic plan by
including desalination.
The technology situation was totally inverted, the RO governed the market with almost 60% share
whilst thermal was only 30% (20% MSF and 10% MED) and one of the main reason for this was surely
the lower energy consumption which the RO technology can offer especially when the sea- water
salinity is not as high as in the ME.
In Figure 2 the percentage distribution of desalination technologies over subsequent five years is
reported.

Figure 2:

Desalination technologies mean distribution

Another factor which boosted the competition among technologies was the starting of the so called
BOOT or BOO Contracts., were independent investor Companies are invited to bid for selling Power
and Water or only Water for a certain period of time (normally 20-25 years) and they can develop the
Project with a minimum requirement from the final Client but they are free to select the most
economical and optimized technology for their proposed plant configuration. [7]
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II.

THE MSF PROVED BENEFITS

As illustrated above the thermal technology decline started already in the years ’90 and its survival was
totally supported by the MENA market where the coupling of Power Plant and Water Production Plant
are more often applied than in other region of the world.
Among thermal there are several aspects which supported the MSF:





MSF Operation is a very easy job and in the Arabian Peninsula where the majority of large MSF
plants are installed, there is a lot of human resources available to keep a plant in service with
minimum cost.
MSF operation is hardly influenced by the raw water quality and even in extreme situations
(high temperature, high salinity and high turbidity) it can still produce adequate product water
with minimum intervention in the process parameters
MSF is proved to be a long life technologies since it is not rare to keep plants running even after
30 years of operation.
MSF unit size is the highest among all technology and this can allow considerable manpower
savings for the plant operation and maintenance

In the tables 1,2,3 some of these aspects are explained in more detail.

Plant Location
Jubail 2 (KSA)
Al-Khobar 2 (KSA)
Jeddah 3 (KSA)
Umm Al Nar W 1-6 (UAE)
Umm Al Nar E (UAE)
Jebel Ali D2 (UAE)
Ras Abu Fontas A 3-6 (Qatar)
Az Zour South 1 (Kuwait)
Doha West 1 (Kuwait)

Overall capacity m3/d
Design
Actual
947,890
815,185
223,000
191,780
88,357
75,987
114,600
94,163
92,730
80,000
96,300
82,000
90,000
72,000
261,000
NA
392,400
NA

%
D/A
86
85.6
85.9
82
86.3
85
80

Start up
year
1983
1982
1979
1982
1987
1983
1978
1989
1985

Actual
life
27
28
31
28
23
27
32
21
25

Expected
Life years
30
30
>30
30
30
>30
>30
30
30

Table 1: List of some MSF plant installed in ME with life exceeding 20 years

An overall view of all MSF Distillers installed in the past 20 years shows that the total production sums
up to about 8.1 million m3/d and that about 7.3 million m3/d are still in service ; this indicates that for
about 90 % of the MSF the life could be more than 20 years and if we do the same exercise considering
30 years the percentage reduces to 60% still confirming the very high reliability of MSF technology .
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Sea water
parameter
Temperature

Salinity

Range of
operability
15 – 40 °C

Influence on MSF
Production and
quality remain
unchanged with aid
of sea water
recirculation and
increase TBT

Influence on
MED
MED production
is very influenced
by high
temperature since
max top
temperature is
limited to about 65
°C

30-54 g/l

Production and
quality remain
unchanged. Little
influence on material
choice since water is
deaerated.

Turbidity

1 – 35 NTU

Production and
quality remain the
same. At high value
of turbidity antiscale
dosage must be
increased.

Production and
quality remain
unchanged. Some
influence on
material since
water is normally
not deaerated
In the low medium
range no major
problem but at
high value the
spray nozzle may
clog.

Biological
activity

na

No influence

No influence

Few ppb

No influence

No influence

Oil
contamination

Influence on RO
Membranes
cannot work for
long time at high
temperature and
water quality is
highly influenced.
At low
temperature the
osmotic pressure
increase. In
general a wide
range of
temperature is not
advisable .
High impact on
osmotic pressure
and number of
membrane to be
used.
Raw water pretreatment is very
much affected by
turbidity and at
high value plant
shut down is
possible.
High influence on
membrane
fouling.
Plant must be
stopped

Table 2: Effect of sea water quality on process

As clearly evidenced in the table the MSF technology is the least affected by sea water quality. For
example several RO plants where shut down for long period in the Gulf Area due to algae bloom best
known as “red tide” since the sea water pretreatment was not adequate whilst thermal plants did not
suffer any shut down. It must also be recalled that a suitable pretreatment for such large invasion of
algae can be very complex and final results are uncertain. [9]
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Overall capacity m3/d

Jebel Ali K2 (UAE)
Ras Laffan A (Qatar)
Fujairah 1 (UAE)
Shuweihat S1 (UAE)
Shoaiba 3 (KSA)
Jebel Ali L (UAE)
Ras Laffan B (Qatar)
New Taweelah B (UAE)
Ras Abu Fontas B2 (Qatar)
Jebel Ali M (UAE)
Shoaiba North (Kuwait)
Ras Al Khair (KSA)

181,800
214,000
284,000
454,000
880,000
568,000
272,700
314,000
137,000
626,400
204,500
730,000

Unit capacity
(MIGD)
13.33
11.2
12.5
16.7
16.1
14
15
17.2
15
17.5
15
20

Yanbu 3

550,000

20

Plant Location

Year
commissioned
2001
2003
2004
2004
2008
2005-2007
2008
2008
2007
2010
2010
Under
construction
Under
construction

Table 3 : MSF Unit size evolution over the past 10 years.

From the table it is clear that all major MSF contracts in the past 10 years includes units with a capacity
higher than 11 MIGD and in the past 5 years the size was always higher than 15 MIGD and for recent
contracts in the KSA the chosen size was 20 MIGD which means above 90,000 m3/d. It is expected that
unit size of such type will become the standard for the future.

III.

THE LONG TERM EXPERIENCE OF MSF

The following are the results from the operation analysis on four major MSF installation in the Middle
East area: [3]


The design fouling factor which defined the heat exchange surface of the MSF units was
overestimated, leading to a higher than expected thermodynamic performance of the units. This
is obviously a great advantage when the steam is taken from an extraction steam turbine, but may
be an adverse condition when back pressure steam turbine are adopted, since the MSF units are
used as condenser of the power plant and a reduced condensing capacity may reduce the power
generating capacity. It is therefore recommended that a more appropriate fouling factor which
matches the real operating condition is used in the future.
The acid cleaning of MSF heat exchange tubes is a very seldom operation which can be
categorized into an exceptional maintenance event. It is therefore recommended to avoid
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permanent installation for the acid cleaning which represent an unnecessary investment and due
to its rare use it is expected to be not usable when needed. [4]
 Plant availability is always very high and is reported to be higher than 90% even after 20 years of
operation and the MSF units do not show signs of capacity degradation.
 Plant lifetime which was normally expected to be around 25 years is practically exceeded and the
best realistic figure is around 35 years ; it must also be considered that this unexpected
performance is realized with a technology and with materials applied about 20 years ago.
As a final statement it can be said that 40 years of experience in the Gulf area with MSF desalination
have been extremely positive in terms of energy performance, and the extended life time can also be
considered as an energy benefit since less new plant installations were required.
IV.

PRESENT STATUS OF MSF TECHNOLOGY

The market prices showed a constant reduction in terms of investment per MIGD installed, despite any
expected price increase due to inflation and row material cost increase.
The reasons which allowed such recovery are mainly attributable to the optimization of the MSF design
of which few examples are summarized here below:
4.1 Optimized use of materials: for example, duplex stainless steel has become the most frequent
material for the evaporator shell, instead of the previously used CuNi alloys. Furthermore the
choice of materials and thickness for the tube bundle as indicated in the table 4 below gave
several advantages both in cost containment and better performances of the plant.
MATERIAL
Copper Nickel 70 /30 alloy
Copper nickel 90/10 alloy
Aluminum Brass
Titanium

Medium

Temperature application (°C)

Brine
Brine
Brine
Sea water
and brine

Above 105
Above 75 and below 105
Below 75
All temperatures

Thickness
(mm)
1
1
1
0.5

Table 4: Tube material selection vs. medium and temperature

4.2 Avoidance or reduction of redundant or useless equipment: the increased experience and
confidence in the MSF based desalination plants allowed the reduction of useless equipment and
redundancies. These are some example of equipment which are usually no longer applied:
 Make up filters
 Maintenance cranes for water boxes
 Permanent acid cleaning plants
 By pass control valve
4.3 Optimized mechanical design of the evaporator vessel: in the past it was often required to
design the evaporator vessel for an hydraulic pressure test of as high as 4 bars (four times the
operating pressure), resulting in the oversizing of all vessel structures. Today a more realistic
value of 1.5 bar is usually required, allowing optimized shell thickness, reinforcing beams,
supporting structure and foundations.
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4.4 Optimized thermodynamic design parameters: : in the past it was quite common to design the
heat exchange surface considering a fouling factor of 0.200 m2 K/kW. After 1990 with the aids of
sponge ball cleaning a design fouling factor of 0.150 m2 K/kW was applied which shows to be
still very conservative.

As a matter of fact today a design fouling factor of 0.100 m2 K/kW is the standard practice, but in
reality only 70% of such value is experienced even after several years of operation.
4.5 Optimized hydraulic design : when increasing the unit size one of the constrains is the length of
the tubes which also fixes the width of the evaporator and the specific brine flow rate in the
evaporator stages. One of the first limiting value was 900 t/h m but in the ‘ 90s a much higher
values near 1100 t/h m have been already successfully applied. A further increase was necessary
when the standard size increased to 15 MIGD and also thanks to the higher resistance of duplex
stainless steel a value near 1300 t/h m was applied and the operation of several units for 5 years
did not shows any problem. Nowadays the increase up to 20 MIGD requires a further increase to
almost 1500 t/h m.
4.6 Energy consumption : The energy required by the MSF process can be divided into three types:





Steam required by the brine heater
Steam required by the vacuum system
Auxiliary electric power for pumps

The steam required by the brine heater is the primary source of thermal energy which provides
the required input for the process, and is needed at a pressure level of at least 2.5 bar a and at a
temperature of few degrees above saturation; this steam can be provided either by extraction
from a steam turbine or directly by the exhaust of a back pressure steam turbine. However in
both cases this steam is taken out from the process which generates electric power, and in this
way the equivalent electric energy consumption is calculated.
In other words to correctly asses the specific energy consumption related to the LP steam sent to
the brine heater, not the energy value of this steam but the lost electrical power generation should
be considered if this steam would be sent to a steam turbine.
The steam required by the vacuum system is a minor portion of the thermal energy required to
sustain the vacuum in the stages and to evacuate the incondensable gases released from the
flashing brine and introduced by air in-leakage through vessel flanges.
The electric power is primarily needed for the brine recirculation pumps which pump the brine
through the heat exchange tube bundles where the fluid is heated before it is entering into the
first flashing stage; other minor pumps are also required to evacuate the brine blow down and the
produced distillate from the last stage which is under vacuum.
In the Table 5 a summary of specific energy consumptions is reported for different design
conditions.
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Description
Design data
MSF Unit size (MIGD/m3/d)
Performance ratio (2326 kJ/kg)
Specific thermal consumption kJ/kg
Fouling factor (m2K/W)
Recovery heat exchange surface m2
Recovery stage number
In tube Brine velocity (m/s)
Brine recirculation pump head (m)
Specific energy (kWh/m3)
Power lost for steam sent to Brine Heater
Power lost for steam sent to vacuum
system
Auxiliary electric power
Total specific energy consumption

High energy
consumption

Low energy
consumption

17,6/80,000
8,5
273,7

10
232,6
0,0001

182000
16
2,1
90

210000
20
1,9
80

13
0,3

11
0,3

3,6
16,9

2,9
14,2

Table 5 : Specific energy consumption for different design data of a high capacity MSF unit

In this calculation the power lost for the steam used in the desalination process is counted as
energy that could be recovered in a steam turbine using the steam from about 2.5 bar a down to
0,07 bar a. Further to the above, others design parameters which in the light of the experience
have been found too conservative are nowadays reviewed, allowing an optimized design.
It is however doubtful if the MSF technology can survive as a technology to produce potable
water due to the strong competition of MED which has lower energy consumption and RO which
does not need steam [6] . The only way for MSF is to improve its technology with an advanced
process which can reduce the auxiliary power demand.
A possible innovative way to overcome this gap for MSF is the use of FBE (Fluidized Bed
Exchange) technology which was widely explained in other articles [8][1][2] which by means of
a vertical arranged tube bundle where a fluidized bed (glass spheres) allows to keep a very low
velocity of the sea water with consequently very low pressure drop in the circuit. This technology
can lower the auxiliary power consumption to less than 1 kWh/m3 and could represent a real
innovation of the MSF process.
V.

ENERGY CONSUMPTION MSF vs MED
Before discussing possible innovation or advanced design for MSF it is necessary to define a
common way to measure the overall energy demand of a thermal desalination technology.
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The energy required by any thermal process can be divided into three types:
 Steam required by the brine heater or steam transformer
 Steam required by the vacuum system
 Auxiliary electric power for pumps
First of all as far as thermal energy is concerned the MSF and the MED in 3 different
configurations as defined in Figures 1 to 3 have some differences which are outlined in Table 6:
in all 3 cases the required thermal energy has been converted into electric power lost.

Figure 1 : Pure MED process

Figure 2 : MED TVC process
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Figure 3 : MSF Process

Process data
Units
Plant production
t/h
GOR
kg/kg
Top temperature at 1st stage
°C
or effect
Steam feed to

MED
65

MED TVC
MED TVC
2,841 (15 MIGD)
10
65
65

MSF
112

Steam pressure
Steam temperature
Steam quantity
Condensate
return
temperature
Overall thermal input E in
Converted thermal energy
into electric power lost
Steam feed to

bar a
°C
t/h
°C

Control
valve
1,5
111.4
276.7
67.5

MJ/s

207.0

221.5

224.2

214.3

27.9

36.5

63.0

34.4

1st effect

TVC

TVC

Steam pressure
Steam temperature
Steam quantity
Condensate temperature from
1st effect/stage
Number of effects or stages

bar a
°C
t/h
°C

0.3
69.6
284.1
67.5

2.3
124
284.1
67.5

19.7
210
284.1
67.5

Brine
heater
1.8
122
284.1
115

11

6+2

4+2

19+3

MW

Steam
transformer
2.7
164
285.5
88.9

Steam
transformer
20
404
247.8
84.9

Control
valve
2.5
156.5
277.7
115

Table 6 : MED and MSF electric power lost comparison in different configuration
The electric power lost is calculated considering that the steam extracted for the desalination
could have been expanded in a condensing steam turbine down to a pressure of 0,1 bar a and
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with a steam grade of 89% and an assumed efficiency of the generator of 98%. The extraction
steam conditions are those which follows the expansion behavior in a steam turbine (HP and LP)
in order to reach the condensation conditions indicated above; in this way all four cases are
considered in an equivalent situation in terms of real power lost.
In this case the electric energy lost can be calculated by the following formula in each case:
Plost = ( Ein – Eout ) * 0,98

[MW]

Where
Ein = Overall thermal input to Desalination (MJ/s)
Eout = Possible energy out of a steam turbine with a steam at 0,1 bar a and 89% title (MJ/s)

In the above four cases the specific electric energy lost per ton of distillate produced can be
calculated and give following result:





MED
MED TVC low pressure
MED TVC high pressure
MSF

9.82
12.85
22.18
12.11

kWh/t
kWh/t
kWh/t
kWh/t

However for the option for a pure MED with assumed 11 effects significant increase in required
heat transfer area has to be considered if equal sea water temperature and top brine temperature
are applied as for the MED TVC, which means a significant increase in capital cost. Otherwise,
in this case considering a top temperature of 64°C means that the sea water temperature must be
below or equal to 24°C.
This sea water temperature condition depends on the plant location and for example in the middle
east area either Gulf or Red sea cost where the local temperature exceed 24°C for almost half an
annual period, this solution is not a viable one.
The steam which is required by the vacuum system is a minor energy quantity and can be
considered that for a plant of 2841 t/h with GOR 10 about 8 t/h of MP steam at 16 bar a and 210
°C are required for MSF and about twice for the MED; this will generate a power loss of
respectively 0.6 and 1.2 kWh/t.
As far as the auxiliary power consumption is concerned the main consume are represented by the
pumps which in the four cases can be summarized as follows in Table 7.
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MED
Sea water to cooling
section
Sea water feed make
up
Brine Blow down
extraction
Distillate extraction
NA
NA

MED TVC LP
Sea water to cooling
section
Sea water feed make
up
Brine Blow down
extraction
Distillate extraction
NA
Condensate to steam
transformer
Condensate return to Condensate return to
power plant
power plant

MED TVC MP
Sea water to cooling
section
Sea water feed make
up
Brine Blow down
extraction
Distillate extraction
NA
Condensate to steam
transformer
Condensate return to
power plant

MSF
Sea water to reject
section
NA
Brine Blow down
extraction
Distillate extraction
Brine recirculation
NA
Condensate return to
power plant

Table 7 : Summary of auxiliary power consumers for MED and MSF

As far as sea water cooling pump is concerned it should be noted that in a power plant the steam
would have to be condensed in any case hence the sea water quantity needed for the desalination
would be similar as in case of a turbine condenser hence this energy consumption should be
better allocated in the electric energy required by the power plant; one could argue that the head
required for the power condenser will be less than the head required for desalination cooling
section but for simplicity we will not consider this small difference.
For all other pumps considering a plant like defined before for a production of 2,481 t/h with a
GOR of 10 the electric power consumption for the individual pumps are outlined in Table 8:

Pump service
MED(*)

Auxiliary power consumption (kW)
MED TVC
MED TVC
LP
MP
388
388
800
800
311
311
NA
NA
41
206
51
51
1670
1842

MSF

Distillate extraction
388
388
Feed make up
726
NA
Brine blow down
270
230
Brine recycle
NA
6475
Condensate to ST
NA
NA
Condensate return
51
51
Overall Consumption
1500
7360
with margin
Specific Consumption
0.53
0.6
0.65
2.6
kWh/t
(*) Option valid only for design sea water temperature <25°C and sea water salinity < 36 gr/l
Table 8 : Auxiliary power summary for MED, MED TVC and MSF
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Summarizing the situation the overall specific equivalent electric power consumption are
summarized in Table 9 :
Consumption
Thermal energy to
process converted
into power loss
Thermal energy to
Vacuum
system
converted
into
power loss
Associated Electric
power generation
by
Auxiliary power
consumption
TOTAL [kWh/t]

MED
9.82

MED TVC LP
12.85

MED TVC MP
22.18

MSF
12.11

1.2

1.2

1.2

0.6

Back
pressure ST

Extraction ST

0.53

Back pressure
or Extraction
ST
0.6

0.65

Back pressure
or Extraction
ST
2.6

11.5

14.6

24

15.3

Table 9 : Overall specific equivalent electric energy consumption for MED, MED TVC and MSF

As it can be seen the MSF is much lower than MED with TVC which use Medium Pressure
steam and only slightly higher than an MED with TVC which use Low Pressure steam.

VI.

LARGE MSF WITH VERY HIGH PR
The MSF technology provides two different ways of increasing the Performance Ratio and
consequently decreasing the overall heat consumption:



Increase the heat exchange surface by keeping the same number of stages
Increase the number of stages by keeping a constant heat exchange surface

The two possibilities have different impact on the MSF cost and normally the best compromise
would be to slightly increase the heat exchange surface and increase significantly the number of
stages.
Unfortunately a significant increase of the number of stages (i.e. from 15 to 30) for a standard
MSF would mean to increase the overall length by almost 50% resulting in space and cost
problems. Furthermore for a large capacity MSF there are also other geometrical constraints
which limit the increase of the number of stages.
In the following some correlations will be analyzed and an intelligent internal stage arrangement
will be discussed which eliminate the geometrical constraints to increase stage number.
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6.1 Correlation between PR , stage number and Heat exchange surface (HES).
First of all it must be clear that for a given PR the curve which define Stage Number and HES
(heat exchange surface of recovery section) is the one reported in Figure 5; as it can be seen the
HES vs NS for given PR
110
100

HES %

90
80
70
60
50
40
0

10

20

30
Stage number

40

50

60

Figure 5 : MSF design curve HES vs Stage number for a PR 10

HES tends to infinite when the stage number tends to zero whilst when increasing the number of
stages there is a limit around 50% on the HES when the stage number tends to infinite.
Obviously the number of stages can not be increased indefinitely since the Delta Pressure
between stages become too low to ensure a proper stage by stage passage of the brine; it is
demonstrated that with a standard flashing range of about 80 °C which correspond to a TBT of
110 °C and a Sea water temperature of 30 °C the maximum number of stages would be around
40.
However from the curve it is clearly shown that form a 100% HES with 15 stages the same
decrease to 65% if the number of stages are doubled (ie 30) and this is already a great
improvement in the overall cost of an MSF plant where the cost of the heat exchange tubes
represent about 18% of the overall CAPEX.
It is however unavoidable that the cost of the vessel increases if we have 30 stages instead of 15
because the tube sheets, the water boxes, the partition walls and other internals are exactly
doubled so the optimum is normally a compromise between stage increase and HES decrease but
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for a standard MSF evaporator design such compromise may be eventually ineffective or of very
little effect in regards to the overall cost saving.
This is the reason why in most of the case it is said that an MSF technology has a limited
efficiency increase capability and when a PR 10 is reached it is almost the maximum what can be
done to keep an overall efficient balance between capital and operational energy cost.

It must be recalled that in case of an MED the only possibility to increase the PR or GOR is to
increase the number of effects which as known for a pure MED the two numbers almost
correspond : in example a GOR 10 will require 11 effects. As said before to allow this high stage
number it is necessary to have at least a flashing range of about 40 °C, which means by keeping
the TBT at 64°C would restrict the operability to a maximum sea water temperature of 24°C.
This is the primary reason of the introduction of the thermal vapour compression which by
recirculating part of the steam produced decrease the number of effects required for a given
GOR.
An MED with TVC to reach a GOR 10 will require different configurations in case MP or LP
steam will be used as motive steam and without doubt the use of MP steam will be of great
advantage in the number of effects required; however also for MED the increase of GOR above
10 would not be an easy task unless very low sea water temperature or higher TBT can be
permitted.
6.2 The geometrical limits for a large MSF .
Geometrically speaking the heat exchange surface of the recovery section of an MSF distiller is
the sum of the heat exchange surface of all stages according to the following formula:
∑

[1]

Where NS is the total number of heat recovery stages and :
[2]
And:
Ni = Number of tubes in the stage i
di = Tube external diameter for the stage i
Li = Tube length for the stage i
Since these parameters are normally the same for all stages the equation 1 can also be written as :
[1]
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According to this formula the hesi can be obtained by any combination of the 3 geometrical
parameters but there are some other process design constraints which limits these combination :
According to the good practice the velocity inside the heat exchange tubes must be high enough
to guarantee a good heat exchange coefficient inside of the tubes and also to avoid scaling or
solid deposition; this optimal velocity can be considered 2 m/s and then following formula must
be respected:
2

[3]

Where Qbrine is the brine recycle flow rate in m3/s
By combining 2 and 3 formula it comes:
2

[4]

Another process constraints is the specific brine flow at the bottom of the stages which is
normally kept below 1400 t/h m but also it must be considered that the maximum tube length
which is available on the market on heat exchange tubes is about 25 m hence for a very large
MSF plant for example a 90,000 m 3/d (20 MIGD) where the brine flow is already 36,000 t/h it
means that only a tube length of 25 m can be applied
25

[5]

Furthermore there is also another geometrical constraints on the tube fabrication which is the
diameter that for a 25 m length tube either if made of titanium of 0.7 mm thickness or of Copper
alloy with 1 mm thickness can not be more than 50 mm, and by combining this with 4 and 5 it
become that :
1000

[6]

From this formula considering as above the large size MSF of 20 MIGD where Qbrine is about
10 m3/s the minimum heat exchange surface for each stage with a tube diameter of 50 mm will
become :
10,000 m2
Higher values are possible by reducing the tube diameter or the tube velocity whilst lower values
are only possible by increasing the tube velocity since the tube diameter is already at its
maximum value; however it must be considered that the increase of tube velocity is not advisable
due to higher pressure loss in the tubes which would result in an increased auxiliary energy
consumption.
6.3 The constraints to increase stage number for a large MSF.
By keeping in mind the above geometrical limits and considering a simple case of an MSF Unit
of 90,000 m 3/d with a performance ratio of 10 and typical TBT of 112°C and SWT of 35 °C the
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required heat exchange surface in the recovery section depends on the number of stages
according to the Table 10 below.
As a result, it is clear that the advantage of increasing stage number is only possible up to 22
stages for which the required tube surface are still larger than the physical minimum HES of
10,000 m2 per flash stage, meaning a considerable HES reduction can not be reached for a 20
MIGD evaporator when applying the described geometry constrains.
Stage number

Total Recovery Heat
exchange surface m2

% reduction on
HES

18
20
22
24
26
28
30
32

250,000
235,000
223,000
212,000
208,000
200,000
197,000
193,000

0
6
11
15
17
20
22
23

Stage recovery heat
exchange surface
m2
13,888
11,750
10,136
8,833
8,000
7,142
6,566
6,030

Table 10 : Heat recovery surface for an MSF with PR 10 at different stages number

On the other end the optimal number of stages is the one which minimize the overall cost of the
evaporator which by following the curve in Figure 6 for the given example will be reached when
27 stages are applied and this again will not be possible with the geometrical constraints of a
conventional MSF.

Figure 6 : Cost optimization heat exchange surface and MSF vessel.
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OTHER CONSEQUENCIES OF HIGHER NUMBER OF STAGE.
There are also some other benefits which will make a MSF with higher number of stages and
higher performance ratio more reliable.
First of all the stage by stage ∆P decrease with a reduced flash effect and consequently reduced
salt deposition on demisters, in the graph below this effect is indicated comparing an MSF with
18 stages and one with 30 stages.

250

200

Delta P (mbar)

VII.

150

100

50

0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011121314151617181920212223242526272829
Stage n
18 stages

30 stages

Figure 7: Stage by stage DP for different stage numbers
Another beneficial effect is that the non equilibrium losses decreases because each stage has
better efficiency consequently the BBT (bottom brine temperature) will be lower and this means
that the brine recycle flow can be reduced to produce the same water quantity
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Unfortunately with a standard MSF design the increase of stage number has the negative
consequence that due to the longer overall tube length the pressure drop across the stages
increases proportionally with the number of stages and finally the overall auxiliary power
consumption increases as well.
In this article a different arrangement inside of the stages will be outlined which maintain the
positive effects of increasing stage number and even covert the negative effect into a positive
one.

VIII.

THE BASIC PRINCIPLE OF THE MSF-A TYPE
The principle of MSF type A was first presented at the Dubai IDA conference in 2009 [10] and
applied by FisiaItalimpianti engineering a reliable and robust internal design which allows to
reach performance ratios of at least 12 in case of standard sea water quality and temperature.
Such design has been applied by FisiaItalimpianti in the past years in different occasions.
In the following the basic concept is outlined, but what is important to understand first of all is
the fact that with such internal arrangement the width of the stages is no longer directly coupled
with the tube length required by one stage, respectively the maximum allowed tube diameter of
50 mm and this gives more freedom in optimizing the tube diameter and the overall pressure
drop of the heat recovery section.
The first aspect of this technology is that a single pass tube bundle design is replaced with a
double countercurrent pass where 50% of the brine is entering in one side and the remaining 50%
on the opposite side as shown in the Figure 9 below.

Figure 9 : Single pass and double pass
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The second step of the innovation is the use of the double pass not for a single stage but for a
couple of stages as shown in Figure 10.
With such combination only half length of the tubes are used alternatively from each tube bundle
and in almost the same length of one stage two stages are accommodated.

Stage n+1

Stage n

First half length of tubes

Figure 10 : One stage become two stages
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Stage n

Stage n+1

Second half length of tubes

Figure 11: A 3D view of the stage internals
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MSF –A vs THE CONVENTIONAL
In the graph of Figure 12 the specific heat transfer area of the recovery section vs the
Performance Ratio are shown in different curves for a conventional MSF (C type) and for the
advanced one (A type) . Following the arrow it can be understood how with the same heat
exchange surface required for a conventional MSF to give a PR of 8.5 it is possible to reach a PR
of almost 10 in an MSF type A just doubling the stage number from 18 to 36.

12.50

12.00

11.50

kg / 2326 kJ

11.00
C18
C22

10.50

C26
A20

10.00

A28
A36

PR

IX.

A36LV

9.50

9.00

8.50

8.00

7.50
1.50

2.00

2.50

3.00

3.50

4.00
2

4.50

3

SPECIFIC HEAT TRANSFER AREA m / m / day

Figure 12 : Specific transfer area vs PR

Also as said before since the tube length is drastically reduced also a considerable saving in the
pressure drop of the brine recycle tube boundle is obtained with a drastic reduction in the
auxiliary power demand.
A comparison between a conventional 19 stages MSF and an advanced one with 24 stages to
produce 90,000 m3/h with a PR 10 is reported in the table 11.
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Example for MSF of 20 MIGD
and PR 10
Type
of
MSF

Stage
N°

Tube
diameter
(mm)

Circuit
Lenght
(m)

Circuit ∆ P
(m)

Brine recycle
pump head
(m)

Brine recycle
pump power
(MW)

Specific
auxiliary
power cons.
kW/t/h

Conv.

19

35

456

40

75

8,200

2,2

Adv.

24

35

312

27

62

6,780

1,8

Table 11 : Brine recycle power consumption conventional vs advanced MSF

From the point of view of the investment cost for the two MSF types the Advanced one is
cheaper and could save about 8% of the overall CAPEX compared with a Conventional one; the
reason for such lower cost can be summarized as follows:





The reduction in Heat Exchange Surface is close to 30% and since HES cost represent
about 18% of the overall CAPEX the saving is about 5,5%. The Advanced design
allows to keep almost the same evaporator vessel weight even if the stage number are
increased so there is almost no cost penalization for the Advanced design
The reduction of brine recycle power consumption is also giving a cost saving both in
pumps and electrical auxiliaries which sum up to 1,5% of the CAPEX
The civil works and erection are also sligltly reduced in case of Advanced design and
gives another 1% saving

Above described parameters have been clearly demonstrated in an international Tender, where
the Advanced technology has been offered more than 10% cheaper than the second bid which
has been based on a conventional type MSF.
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X.

LARGE MSF A TYPE AT PR 12
A study case is reported in this Section to analyze the overall process and energy consumption
parameters for two Advanced MSF type A with a capacity od 50,000 and 90,000 m3/d and a
Performance Ratio of 12 which can be the foundation of a bright future for the MSF technology.
The two cases are applied for different application scenarios as outlined in Table 12.
PROCESS PARAMETER
Overall plant production
Sea water max temperature
Sea water salinity
Number of desal Units
Single unit capacity
Design Performance ratio

UNITS
m3/d
°C
gr/l

SCENARIO 1
100,000
24
32,000
2
50,000
12,5

SCENARIO 2
450,000
35
47,000
5
90,000
12,0

°K
°C

7
100

7
112

bar a
°C
t/h
t/h

1,5
120,0
170,1
5,5

2,2
124,9
325,8
9,9

MW

4,75

9,50

MW

21,7

41,5

kWh/t

12,7

13,6

m3/d
kg/kg
2326 KJ/Kg

Sea water temperature rise
Design
Top
brine
temperature
LP Steam pressure
LP Steam temperature
LP Steam flow per unit
MP steam flow at 19 bar
and 230°C per unit
Auxiliary
power
consumption per unit
Equivalent power lost due
to steam consumption
Overall specific electrical
energy consumption

Table 12 : MSF Design parameter for two application scenarios

The characteristics of each MSF type A in the above two scenarios are reported in Table 13
CHARACTERISTIC
Sea water Consumption
Brine recycle flow
Reject stages
Reject tube material
Recovery stages
Recovery tube material

UNITS
m3/h
m3/h
N°

Recovery tube material
MSF Unit dimension
Plant overall area required

7-end
LxWxH
m2

N°
1-6

SCENARIO 1
13,100
17,300
3
Titanium 0,5 mm
34
Copper Nickel 90/10
0,9 mm
Al Brass 0,7 mm
70x18x4,5
4,000

Table 13 : MSF type A design for the two scenarios
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SCENARIO 2
27,200
33,500
3
Titanium 0,5 mm
30
Copper Nickel 90/10
0,9 mm
Al Brass 0,7 mm
85x28x5,5
15,000

As demonstrated in table 12 an MSF type A can reduce the overall energy consumption from
15.3 kWh/t of Table 9 down to 12.7 / 13.6 which is close or better than what MED can do with a
standard plant.
The typical drawing of the MSF type A is reported in Figure 11.

Figure 11 : Typical view of MSF type A units
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XI.

CONCLUSIONS
This paper outline how to correctly consider the overall energy consumption for a thermal plant
either MED or MED TVC or MSF and demonstrate that an advanced internal geometrical design
of an MSF type A can allow a high number of stages enabling to reach very high PR >= 12
which equalizes or even give better results than MED.
It must be emphasized that the possibility of increasing the PR to such high levels have several
side positive effects including the reduction of sea water consumption and the reduction of LP
steam bypass of the steam turbine which will contribute to reduce the overall cost of the Power
and Water installation.
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The Energy Issue
Different types of thermal plants:
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MED / TVC

MSF
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The Energy Issue
How can we correctly define the Energy Demand
of a thermal desalination plant?
THERMAL
POWER

Energy for the process

P.R.

(thermal efficiency)
Energy for the vacuum

ELECTRIC
POWER

Energy for the pumps
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Limitations on P.R.
The P.R. increases if we increase the number of
stages in a MSF or the number of effects in a MED.
Unfortunately, the maximum number of MSF
stages / MED effects is limited by the available
flashing range.
However, the available flashing range is by
far higher for MSF than for MED.
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Limitations on P.R.
In MED and MED/TVC plants, the maximum
achievable
thermal
efficiency
(P.R.) is also
limited by
the steam
pressure
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Limitations on P.R.

High values of P.R. are achievable
only by MSF or MED/TVC fed by MP
steam, but the required H.E.S. is
larger for MED/TVC than for MSF.
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Limitations on P.R.

PR 14

MED/TVC
5 bar a
MSF

High values of P.R. require larger H.E.S.
for MED/TVC rather than for MSF.
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The Energy Issue
How can we correctly compare the Energy
Demand of two thermal desalination plants?
Energy for the process

THERMAL
POWER

Energy for the vacuum

Energy for the pumps

ELECTRIC
POWER

LOST
ELECTRIC
POWER
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A virtual SteamTurbine
The steam expansion curve:
20 bar a  400 °C
5 bar a  230 °C
2.5 bar a  160 °C
1.5 bar a  110 °C

ST Condenser:

0.1 bar a  89 %
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A virtual SteamTurbine
When steam is extracted at different
pressures, for the same thermal energy
extracted (MW_th), the Lost Electric Power
(MW_el)

IS NOT THE SAME
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A simple example
kg/s bar a
°C MW_th

68.8
403.9

kg/s bar a
°C MW_th

20
224.2

80.7
156.5

2.5
224.2

LP

61.5

100.0

100.0

331.8

331.8
LP

31.2

34.5

MW

89%
0.100
72.4

19.3

LOSS = 63.0 MW

MW

89%
0.100
44.8

LOSS = 36.0 MW

Same thermal energy…
…different electrical loss!
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The Lost Electric Power
MED/TVC
Residual electric
output
Loss for auxiliaries

Loss for vacuum

Max. possible
electric output
Loss for process

Lost electric output
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The Lost Electric Power
MSF
Residual electric
output
Max. possible
electric output

Loss for auxiliaries
Loss for vacuum

Loss for process

Lost electric output
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How many kWh/m3 ?
The REAL specific electric consumption:
MED/TVC

MED/TVC

20 bar a

5 bar a

MSF

Auxiliaries

0.7

kWh/m

3

0.7

kWh/m3

2.6

kWh/m

Vacuum

1.2

kWh/m3

1.2

kWh/m3

0.6

kWh/m3

Process

22.2

kWh/m3

15.6

kWh/m3

24.1 kWh/m3

17.5 kWh/m3

3

3
12.1 kWh/m

15.3 kWh/m3
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Towards lower energy demand
 High values of P.R. lead to lower specific
energy consumption values
 Increasing the thermal efficiency to high
levels has also several positive side effects
(reduction of sea water consumption, of
LP steam bypass from the steam turbine,
etc.)
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Towards lower energy demand
 High values of P.R. can only be achieved
by MSF or MED/TVC fed by MP steam
 The specific overall energy consumption
of MSF is 15% - 30% less than MED/TVC fed
by MP steam
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Towards lower energy demand
How far can we reduce the energy
consumption by increasing the P.R. ?
 MED/TVC:
o increase the number of effects
 MSF:
o increase the number of stages
o increase the heat exchange surface
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∞

Towards lower energy demand
For a given P.R., the required H.E.S.
decreases with the number of stages.

Increasing the
number of stages,
each stage requires
a lower h.e.s.

PR=9
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Positive Side Effects

A higher number of stages leads to:
 Lower cost of the H.E.S.:
CAPEX reduction

 Lower stage by stage ∆P:
smoother flash with reduced
salt deposition on demisters

 Lower non equilibrium losses:
lower BBT (bottom brine
temperature) with increased
flashing range
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Negative Side Effects
A higher number of stages leads to:
 Higher cost of the vessel:
tube sheets, water boxes,
partition walls etc.

 Higher overall length:
space allocation problems.

 Higher tubes pressure loss:
increased auxiliary energy
consumption.
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Physical / Geometric Constraints
For large capacity (≥ 90,000 m3/d) MSF units:
 Min. stages width:
 Ave. tubes velocity:
 Max. tubes diameter:

25 m
2.0 m/s
50 mm

Single stage H.E.S. ≥ 10,000

2
m
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Physical / Geometric Constraints
Stages number
-

Total recovery HES
%

Stage recovery HES
m2

18

0%

13,888

20

-6%

11,750

22

-11%

10,136

24

-15%

8,833

26

-17%

8,000

28

-20%

7,142

30

-22%

6,566

32

-23%

6,030

The potential of HES reduction is limited
The design of standard MSF cannot be optimized
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A clever idea to avoid drawbacks
If we succeed in making the width of the stages no longer
directly linked with the tubes length,

STAGES WIDTH

TUBES LENGTH

then the removal of this constraint would give us the
necessary freedom in optimizing the design of MSF
evaporators.
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The basic concept
The basic principles of MSF type A were first presented
at the Dubai IDA conference in 2009 by Dr. F. Alt, of
PROCESS ENGINEERING LLC.

ITALIMPIANTI
They have been applied by FISIA
IMPREGILO/SALINI Group to develop a
reliable and robust detailed internal design allowing to
reach performance ratios of at least 12 in case of
standard sea water quality and temperature.
ITALIMPIANTI
Such design has been proposed by FISIA
in the
IMPREGILO/SALINI Group
past years in several bids for large capacity
installations.
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The MSF-A technology
The first aspect:
a single pass tube bundle design

is replaced by a double countercurrent pass design.
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The MSF-A technology
The second aspect:
the double pass applies not to a single stage,

but to a couple of stages:
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The MSF-A technology
With this type of
arrangement only
half length of the
tubes is used
alternatively for
each tube bundle,
and in almost the same length of one stage two
stages can be accommodated.
Stage n+1

Stage n

Stage n

Stage n+1

First half length of tubes

Second half length of tubes
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A 3D view
Piping details
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A 3D view
Two MSF-A units
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A 3D view
The stage internals
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MSF-Advanced vs MSF standard
With the same
specific heat
exchange surface
required by a
conventional MSF to
give a PR of 8.5 it is
possible to reach a PR
of about 10 in an MSF
type A just doubling
the stages number
from 18 to 36.

MSF-A 36st

MSF

18st
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MSF-Advanced vs MSF standard
A remarkable
reduction in specific
heat exchange
surface required by a
conventional MSF it is
possible to reach a
given PR in an MSF
type A just doubling
the stages number
from 18 to 36.

MSF-A 36st

MSF

18st
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Advantages
The advantages of a higher number of stages
can be achieved by MSF-A technology with:
 Lower cost of the vessel:
CAPEX reduction of almost 10%

 Lower overall length:
no more space allocation problems.

 Lower tubes pressure loss:
reduction of auxiliary energy consumption.
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Advantages
Above described results have been
clearly demonstrated recently in an
international Tender, where the MSF-A
technology
has
been
offered
ITALIMPIANTI at a price more than 10%
by FISIA
IMPREGILO/SALINI Group
cheaper than the second ranked bidder,
whose design was based on a
conventional type MSF.
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MSF-A: two case studies
PROCESS PARAMETER

UNITS

SCENARIO 1

SCENARIO 2

m3/d

100,000

450,000

Sea water max temperature

°C

24

35

Sea water salinity

gr/l

32

47

-

2

5

kg/2326kJ

12.5

12.0

Sea water temperature rise

°C

7

7

Design Top brine temperature

°C

100

112

LP Steam pressure

bar a

1.5

2.2

Lost electric power (steam )

MW

21.7

41.5

Lost electric power (aux.)

MW

4.8

9.5

kWh/t

12.7

13.6

LxWxH

70 x 18 x 4.5

85 x 28 x 5.5

Overall plant production

Number of desal Units
Design Performance ratio

Overall specific electric consumption
MSF Unit dimension
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A matter of fact
As just demonstrated MSF-A can reduce the
overall specific energy consumption of MSF
from

MED/TVC
5 bar a

17.5 / 15.3 kWh/t

MSF

to

MSF-A (1)

12.7 / 13.6 kWh/t

MSF-A (2)

17.5 kWh/m3
15.3 kWh/m3
13.6 kWh/m3
12.7 kWh/m3
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Conclusions (1)
 We’ve seen how to correctly calculate and
compare the overall energy consumption for a
thermal plant (either MED, MED/TVC or MSF).
 We’ve shown how the advanced internal design
of MSF-A allows the use of a high number of
stages, reaching very high thermal efficiencies
(P.R. ≥ 12).
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Conclusions (2)
 In terms of overall energy demand, the MSF-A
technology will lead to results better than any
other thermal technology
 This will contribute to reduce the overall cost of
Power and Water installations, and hopefully
will lay the foundations for a bright future of
MSF technology.
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